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Lexi’s Olympic meowmoirs now available! 

 

Follow Lexi’s “meowmoirs” and experience history through the eyes of a cat in Lexi 
and Hippocrates Find Trouble at the Olympics. In this adventure, you will grasp the 
ideals of the original Olympic Games and understand today’s commitment to their 
meanings. 

Lexi is a spunky cat with a nose like a bloodhound’s. You will admire the courage 
and self-control of this clever puss, yet forgive his towering ego and tendency to 
take credit for historical inventions. His rival is the powerful and scary hounddog 
Cerberos, who has a surprise in store for the pompous cat. They both attend the 
Olympic Games in Ancient Greece with Theo and Hippocrates. 

There, the twitch in Lexi’s tail warns him of trouble. Using his sensitive nose and 
clever brain, he rises to the challenge and saves his friends. He helps Hippocrates 
make sure that cheaters pay, while fair-play wins the day. 

Meow! 

My name is Marian Keen. A mother and grandmother, I have been writing for 
children since the 1980’s. Fastening fantasy to facts, I depict history through the 
eyes of a cat for children of all ages. My first published book Lexi and Hippocrates 
Find Trouble at the Olympics is available online from Amazon.com. 

I also write poetry, and my health articles can be found at www.stresstonics.com. 
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November 15, 2009 

 

 

Dear Teacher, 

Re: “Lexi and Hippocrates find trouble at the Olympics” 

The story I wrote is fictional. The only historical character was Hippocrates.  

However, the story’s historical setting is based on research as shown in the list of 
references. 

 Lexi Catt is my narrator who by relating his “meowmoirs” depicts some of the 
history of medicine. In this particular story, he also depicts some of the history of 
the Olympics. His first story takes place in ancient Egypt. The third story will be of 
Dr. Lister. There will probably be eight or nine “tails” in the series. 

As a story of fiction there is much historical information left out. This might raise 
questions from students. To save you time I wrote out some of my notes. Perhaps 
they will provide some interesting answers. The five questions I addressed are: 

• What is the connection between the modern Olympics and ancient 
Olympia? 

• Why did the ancient Olympic Games cease? 

• How did the modern Olympics begin? 

• What are the ceremonies, traditions and ideals of the Olympics? 

• Why is Hippocrates considered the Father of Medicine? 

I hope you and your class enjoy the book! Please feel free to contact me at 
meg.keen@shaw.ca if you have any questions or would like to discuss the 
research, or to leave me feedback on using the book in your classroom. 

Sincerely, 

Marian Keen 
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What is the connection between the modern Olympics and ancient Olympia? 

There were many other festivals with games before and concurrent with the 
games held in ancient Olympia. The Minoans held games as early as 1400 
B.C. and the city-states each had festivals with games that honored their 
own patron god or goddess. Olympia held its festival in honor of Zeus, but 
their games were not well known at first. 

One day King Lycourgos of Sparta attended the games at Olympia. At the 
time the small cities of Pisa and Elis claimed credit for the games. A voice 
behind King Lycourgos asked why he wasn’t participating in the games. The 
king turned but there was no one there. He thought the gods had challenged 
him to have Sparta participate. The king was aware that Spartans had many 
enemies, so he formed a treaty with the two quarrelling cities. The treaty 
was incised on a metal disc with the words written in a circular fashion.  

The disc was displayed in the temple of Hera in the Altis at Olympia for a 
thousand years. (Wouldn’t that be an archeological find?) 

This treaty of 884B.C. established the TRUCE. (called the “Ekeheiria”, which 
means laying down of arms.) This made the region sacred; no armed 
person could enter the area. 

(This reminds me of the Gold Rush when the Mounties under Sam Steele 
confiscated the guns of the incoming American prospectors with the 
adamant words, “No guns are allowed in Canada!”) 

This truce made the Olympic Games famous for as game time approached, 
Elis sent out Truce-Heralds to all the Greek lands proclaiming the truce was 
in effect and announcing the games. This provided unmolested passage to 
all participants and spectators to and from the games. The Heralds ran by 
foot and traveled by boats.  

The Olympic Truce was one of the world’s greatest endeavors to eliminate 
warfare. By encouraging understanding and peace in a democratic situation 
where all were accepted as equals, it helped in concept to foster modern 
endeavors such as conventions, summit meetings and the United Nations. 
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The link between the modern and ancient games is the ideals that motivate 
them. The original games were part of a religious festival and were guided 
by justice from the gods. In Olympia this was Zeus. 

Justice in sport is fair play. Each athlete was required to take an oath that he 
was a man of honor and that he would play fair. The athletes today promise 
to do the same. 

There were changes in society in ancient Greece during the thousand years 
of the Olympics. At the festival people exchanged news, philosophy, gossip 
and fashion. The athletes lived and trained together and learned from each 
other in the spirit of friendship. 

Our modern games began in 1896. Think of the changes in the last 100 
years. In 1896 there were no fridges, cars, planes, computers, TV’s or cell 
phones. (Picture the bathing costume of women in 1896 as compared to 
today’s bikini!) The games since then have included more sports, a larger 
number of participating athletes, many more spectators, more service and 
support staff, more protection, and bigger and more facilities. It’s no wonder 
costs have exploded! 

The winners of the ancient Olympics received only an olive wreathe as an 
award. They were welcomed back to their home city. Sometimes a piece of 
the city wall was removed for them to pass through as it was thought that 
with such athletes the city didn’t need a wall. They were sometimes given 
free meals for life. Poems were written in their honor. Statues were erected 
to honor them. Life was better for winners. 

Today, athletes are supposed to be amateurs competing for the honor but 
not for financial gain. However life is better for winners. 

The form of the Olympic competitions has changed. The ideals have not 
changed and the traditions adhered to help to uphold these ideals. 

For the upcoming Olympics, the Truce was declared at the United Nations 
Assembly. The Flame was ignited in Olympia and carried to the host nation, 
Canada. As a symbol of the spiritual ideals of the Olympics, it is being 
carried thousands of miles by runners across Canada. This evokes the 
Truce-Heralds of ancient Greece. 

May peace be enjoyed now and long after the games are finished. 
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Why did the ancient Olympics cease? 

The city-states shared religion with different patron gods, and language with 
different dialects, but there was no consistency of weights, measures, laws 
or calendars. For example, each year was named after the city’s mayor. 

The Olympic Games grew in scope from 884 BC to 776 BC when the 
Olympiad was named after the winner Koroebos. This was known as 
Olympiad 1 and began the calendar for all of Greece. After that the year was 
referred to as the Olympiad. Because the Games were held every four 
years, the in-between years were indicated by plus or minus numbers. It 
was awkward but consistent. 

By 700 the games included all of Greece so were called the Panhellenic 
Games. 

When the Romans entered the contests, they did not adhere to the ideals. In 
fact, Nero entered the chariot races, but fell from his chariot during the race. 
He declared himself winner anyway. Who would argue with the emperor? As 
Rome produced the games they ignored the aspect of peace and had 
gladiators in combat and wild beasts devouring Christians for sport and 
entertainment. 

The Olympics continued, however, until the Roman Emperor Theodosios 
became a Christian and deploring the pagan gods, prohibited the Olympics 
in 393 AD. They might have been revived, but then earthquakes, floods and 
the invasion of the Goths left Olympia in ruins and that was the end of that. 

I wouldn’t say that Christianity destroyed the Olympics, but early Christianity 
put a huge dent of 15 centuries into them. What happened? 

Christianity changed from a Hebraic-based balance of mind and body to a 
fanatic attitude of save the soul and ignore the body. They not only ignored 
it they declared it sinful. Ascetics entered the monasteries to pray all day 
and ignore worldly life. Women and children were considered sinful, so 
women entered nunneries. Centuries passed. Somehow this attitude 
spawned the Crusades and men ventured forth to spread the word and this 
resulted in their spreading pillage and death. The Crusades wore off some 
pent up energy. 
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The knights then added chivalry to their Christian behavior, so tournaments 
and jousts revived sports. Peasants had their festivals which included 
dancing and games. 

The Renaissance revived classical thinking. This new thinking was spread 
more quickly in the 1500’s by the printing press. By 1603, King James 1 
declared the English Olympic Games open to all. Five years later he 
founded a golf club and began sports clubs. Team sports were played on 
the commons of England and sports were featured in festivals. But the 
Puritans objected to these endeavors and sports didn’t really develop until 
the mid 1800’s. By then social changes and material changes occurred. 

Social change was brought about by Rousseau’s “Social Contract” which 
fostered liberalism and thence the French Revolution. The concepts were 
spread by the printing press and punctuated by gunpowder from China. The 
Industrial Revolution speeded everything up. 

In England, the chronometer (1731) helped to measure timing. Footmen 
carried messages (no phones) and their employers raced them 
competitively, timed them and bet on them. (pedestrianism) The team sports 
from the commons now developed in public schools. 

The world was ready. At least England was. 
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How did the modern Olympics begin? 

They began with a boy of eleven reading a book in 1874. One can never 
predict which book will inspire a child, so many books should be made 
available to children. (See literacy article in Stresstonics.com) 

The boy was Pierre de Coubertin and the book was “Tom Brown’s School 
Days”. It affected the rest of his life. It appeared to be a book about public 
school life in England that depicted competitive sports within the school and 
between schools. Perhaps it was the Harry Potter Series of its day—without 
the hocus-pocus. 

At twenty Pierre traveled to England and visited the Rugby School which 
was the setting of the book. He returned to France inspired to bring about 
change in the schools in his own country. To encourage sports he formed 
leagues and committees to demand facilities such as playing fields.  

By 1888 at twenty five he had gathered many influential men to help the 
cause. He soon realized that the ancient Olympics were an inspiring force 
and strengthened his purpose by declaring in 1890 that the Olympic Games 
should be revived. He won approval, and plans were set for Athens to host 
the first games in 1896. His first choice Paris was set for 1900 because that 
city was to host the International Exhibition that year. 

Pierre then visited Olympia for inspiration. 

He next formed the International Olympics Committee with select trusted 
members as representatives of the IOC to their countries. 

Meanwhile for Athens money was a problem, so Pierre de Coubertin 
gathered men of wealth and influence and with ingenuity (selling stamps) 
and donations the first Olympics were held. 

Pierre de Coubertin retired from the IOC at sixty two still believing in the 
pacific and moral virtues of sport. He died in 1937 the year after Hitler 
misused the Olympics as a big show of chauvinistic nationalism. 

Pierre de Coubertin’s heart was buried in a stele in the Coubertin Grove 
below Cronion Hill in Olympia. 

His motto for the games was “Faster, Higher, Stronger”. 
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What are the traditions, ceremonies and ideals of the Olympics? 

Since 1896 the Olympics have grown and developed but the ideals founded 
by the IOC have not changed. Thanks to the IOC no one country has been 
able to take them over. 

Events, ceremonies and winter sports (with a cycle of their own) have been 
added. Women have been included. However, Coubertin’s objective—
internationalism has remained. 

The IOC decides which city is awarded the Games. The city must satisfy the 
IOC that all appropriate arrangements and sufficient monies will be 
available. The city must be backed by its country. 

The IOC varies the continents where the Olympics are held. The five 
continents are represented by the five rings of the Olympic logo. The culture 
of the region must be included in the program. The Olympics are supposed 
to include the fine arts, architecture, literature, music, painting, sculpture, 
sports philately and photography 

In 1932 Los Angeles built an Olympic Village for the athletes to live in. This 
fostered friendship and understanding just as in the ancient Olympics. 

Three Olympics were not held because of wars. 

The Olympic flag was first raised in1920 in Antwerp. 

The members of the IOC have no political implications. They are elected for 
life and cannot be removed, but are retired at 72 years of age. The 
President is elected by the members. 

In the opening ceremonies the IOC hosts and welcomes the country’s head 
of state and presents him to the other IOC members. The national anthem 
of the host country is played. All participating athletes march past in order. 
The Greeks begin the procession; the host country brings up the rear. All 
the other countries follow the Greeks in alphabetical order. 

The IOC asks the head of state to declare the games open and the Olympic 
flag is raised. Pigeons are released and guns boom. The 1896 Olympic 
Hymn is sung. Then the torch bearer enters the stadium, runs across and 
lights the flame. The Olympic Oath or Promise is spoken. 
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When prizes are awarded during the course of the games, the stadium is 
cleared except for the winners of gold, silver and bronze. The three flags of 
their countries are raised and the country anthem of the gold winner is 
played. 

At the closing the IOC lowers the flag. There is a five gun salute. All athletes 
enter the stadium as one family. The flame is extinguished. 

It is interesting to note that no official ranking of countries is given. This is 
only done by the media. The Olympics is for individuals. 

In 1969 it was stated that the Olympics were not designed for contestants to 
win medals, break records and entertain the public, nor as a stepping stone 
to pro sport, nor to demonstrate the superiority of one political system over 
another. The Olympics should encourage programs of physical training and 
competition to develop stronger, healthier youth and make better citizens. 
They should demonstrate fair play and good sportsmanship. They should 
stimulate interest in fine arts by exhibits and demonstrations. They should 
teach that sport is play for fun and enjoyment not money. They should 
create international amity and good will for a happier, peaceful world. 

“The most important thing in the Olympic Games is not to win, but to take 
part.” 
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Why is Hippocrates considered the Father of Medicine? 

In the early Greek world of medicine the dominate school of thought was 
closely related to religion and superstition. The first important physician was 
Asclepius who was worshipped as the god of healing. His followers, the 
Asclepiads were priest physicians who worshipped in healing temples called 
Asclepieions. This evolved into a guild of physicians. Hippocrates’ father 
belonged to this and thus Hippocrates was a member as well.  

There were three asclepiad centers of medical thinking and one was located 
on the island of Cos where Hippocrates was born, lived and practiced 
medicine. New students learned by apprenticing to physicians or being the 
son of one. Hippocrates learned from his father Heracleides. 

The old methods of healing began with the purification of body and spirit. 
The patients listened to suitable poetry and music before admission to the 
temple’s sanctuary where they stayed in a trance to communicate with their 
divine essence to achieve harmonious tone. The diseases were attributed to 
the gods, so mystic approaches were used. They also used trained snakes 
and this motif is still associated with medicine today. 

However, since those early days, medicine had progressed, and 
Hippocrates advanced ideas into the light of modern medical thinking. 

Because Hippocrates insisted upon the examination of the patient, he 
brought medicine from magic and religious theories to scientific observation. 

• He contributed to the knowledge of the physiology of digestion. 

• He insisted on a medical history of the patient 

• He ascertained that a physician had to know what was normal so as 
to recognize what was not normal. 

• He contributed to pathology. 

• He recognized the influence of diet on disease. 

• He saw that disease spread from person to person. 

• He recognized the importance of bodily fluids to disease. 
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• He taught that fever was the most important sign of disease or 
infection and that there were different kinds of fevers. 

• He added to knowledge of neurology and psychiatry. 

• He insisted that in surgery good assistants, good instruments and 
good diffused lighting were needed. 

• He invented the traction “Bench of Hippocrates”. 

• He taught proper bandaging methods. 

• He taught proper diet as a help to healing and health. 

• He was knowledgeable on drugs from plants. 

• He deemed that a physician must provide a prognosis. 

• He deemed that nursing care was important with comfort, proper 
ventilation, darkened room, no visitors, quiet, and lots of fluids. 

Hippocrates also set out rules for the proper conduct of a physician as 
written in the Hippocratic Oath. 

He was a great teacher. His pupils wrote down his teachings and signed 
them “Hippocrates” because the knowledge came from him. 

Hippocrates had ninety-nine years (460BC-361BC) to accomplish all of this. 
He traveled much in his youth all over Greece, to Egypt and to Lybia. 
(spelling from the book) 

A trip to Olympia to attend the Games would have been very possible, but 
not important enough to record. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

On the following pages, please find images from the book that may be used in an 
overhead projector. 
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